PARK HOUSE TRAINING INFO 2017
 Arrivals & Departures
Arrival – usually Sunday afternoon/evening. Departure - Friday evening, Saturday or Sunday.
Taxi Transfers – we organise taxi transfers from/to Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool
Airports. Birmingham is about one hour 20 minutes from Park House; Manchester/Liverpool
are one hour 45 minutes. To give you time to collect your baggage our driver will meet you in
the Arrivals Hall 40 minutes after your flight lands. He will have a sign with your name. Dinner
is at 19.30.
Travel by Train – there are trains to our local town, Shrewsbury, from Birmingham,
Manchester, Liverpool and London. In Shrewsbury take a local taxi to Park House. Full details
will be sent on request.

 What to bring?
For Studying
Documentation on your company is very useful for business courses. A laptop/i-pad is also
useful for presentations, reports and vocabulary. We have Wi-Fi in all parts of the house.
Clothes and equipment
English weather can be changeable. The summer months are often warm and sunny, but cool,
cloudy days are not unusual! Bring a warm pullover and outdoor jacket. This part of Britain has
many beautiful hills and valleys, so remember to bring some walking / jogging shoes.

 Places to Visit
Powis Castle
A medieval castle with some of the finest gardens in Britain.
Shrewsbury, Ludlow & Chester
These local towns contain some of the best Tudor and Georgian architecture in Britain.
The Coast, Lakes and Mountains of Wales
From Park House you can explore the beautiful Welsh lakes and mountains. The Welsh coast is
a little over an hour away. Long empty beaches are ideal for walking or, if the weather is
warm, for swimming. There are charming fishing villages with restaurants and pubs
The nearby town of Ironbridge is a World Heritage Site, one of the most important industrial
history sites in Europe. The Cosford Airforce Museum also has a world-class collection.

 Shops & Sports
Shopping and Transport
You can get most things at the local supermarket - petrol, stamps, papers.
We have a self-drive car which can be used for local trips. If you would like a personal car for
your exclusive use we can arrange to hire one locally at cost.
There is a local bus, and Shrewsbury has good train connections.
Pubs
There are six pubs in Bishops Castle, our nearest village, and many more in Shrewsbury.
Golf
There are several good golf courses nearby. Bring your golf shoes and a handicap certificate.
Walking, Jogging, Cycling, Tennis
The quiet lanes, hills and footpaths around Park House are ideal for walking or jogging.
Bicycles are available at Park House and there are tennis courts in the village.
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